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Fill Out this form and it will show you the correct Pole Repair Kit for your rusted pole. In 
each section, circle the option that will fix your damaged pole. 

1. What size is your pole, the pole repair fits round and square, straight (non-tapered) poles.
a. Circle 4-C if your pole is a 4-inch round or square pole. 

i. Stock PRK4s are made for poles up to 25'.
b. Circle 5-C if your pole is a 5-inch round or square pole.

i. Stock PRK5s are made for poles up to 35'. 

3. Next take note of the anchor bolt size.
a. All PRKs are made to accept up to 1" 

anchor bolts. 

4. Make sure to check the integrity and usability of the anchor bolts.
a. All PRKs come standard with the Expanded base to allow for additional 

anchor bolts if needed. This replaced the Standard base at no additional 
cost. 

5. Finally, take note of the exact anchor bolt size and write it in here.
a. Ex: 1/2", 3/4", or 1" 

6. Now transfer your selection from each section to its corresponding section below and
that is the Pole Repair Kit part number that will fit your pole.
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4” PRK base fits a base plate 
bolt circle of 8”-12 1/2"
5” PRK base fits a base plate 
bolt circle of 10 3/8”-14"
If you bolt circle does not fit in the 
above dimensions, Call us to discuss 
the options for a special order unit to fit 
your poles.
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Custom Kits can be made to fit your poles. Call us with questions. 
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